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Citoyen Borden Citizen submission Guidelines 
 

1. Articles to be typed in word doc format 
 
2. Any submissions that are NOT paid advertisements are to be in plain text (no 

caps, no colours, no separate text boxes) Word documents only. Please no posters, 
graphics etc, these will not be accepted. If you would like logos, pictures etc… 
added simply note this in the email with submission attachment. 

 
3. Any schedules should be fully bilingual. It is not a common practice to put 

schedules in the paper as they take up a large amount of valuable space. Please, 
instead, submit a description and drive readers to a provided website and/or QR 
code. 

 
4. Articles are to be translated in full 
 
5. Articles submitted are to relate to CFB Borden or the CAF 
 
6. Photos are to be submitted separately in jpeg format, photo size to be a minimum 

1M, (when sending the photos electronically ensure that the NWPowerlite button 
under the send button on your email is turned off) 

 
7. Photos are to be clearly numbered with a captions included 
 
8. Articles must have short (max 5 words) “snappy” headline, meant to grab readers 

attention and draw them into reading article 
 
9. Articles must indicate author of article and credit for photo (if credit is required) 
 
10. Deadline for all submissions is Tuesday noon to ensure it can be in the paper that 

week 
 
11. Any special requests or notes must be detailed in the email to the Editor 
 
12. All content for Citizen is sent to: bordencitizeneditor@rogers.com  

 
13. Editor reserves the right to select what is published and in what manner, but will 

make every effort to include all information provided 
 
14. Articles submitted may be used for the CFB Borden website and CMP website 


